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**STEP 01** Login at [www.icbf.com](http://www.icbf.com).

- **LOGIN AT** [www.icbf.com](http://www.icbf.com). Your username is your herd number (e.g. A1234567).
- If you are a new user or have forgotten your password:
  1. Call 023-8820452 during office hours **OR**
  2. Text the word PASS to 089 4577663. **NOTE:** Your mobile number needs to be stored on our database **OR**
  3. Email Support (query@icbf.com).

**STEP 02** Access AHI portal

- **Select “SERVICES”**
- **Select “AHI ANIMAL HEALTH”** from the dropdown menu

**STEP 03** Select “BVD FREE”

- **COMING SOON**
- **COMING SOON**
THE BVD DASHBOARD SHOWS:

1. The status of all animals currently in the herd. Ideally, all have either a **NEG** or an **INDINEG** status with zero animals listed as **ALL NON NEGATIVE**. Animals with the following statuses have no valid result: **EMPTY**, **INVALID**, **NONCOMP35** or **UNKNOWN**. Animals with all other statuses have either given initial positive or inconclusive results, have been positive on retest (PI), are the mother of a calf with a current positive or inconclusive result (DAMPI) or the untested offspring (OFFPI) of a PI dam.

2. Details of most recent (if any) recent persistently infected (PI) or transiently infected (TI) animals.

3. If the herd has Negative Herd Status (NHS) and when this was awarded.

4. A series of other tools designed primarily to be used by your vet for any necessary investigations.

IDENTIFYING ANIMALS FOR FURTHER ACTION

5. Select “**ALL NON NEGATIVE**” to view a list of these animals and their current status (you may need to scroll down to see this list). Test any animals with **EMPTY**, **INVALID**, **NONCOMP35**, **UNKNOWN** or **DAMPI** statuses. Animals with other non-negative statuses may require further testing to clarify their status; if known to be PI they should be removed as soon as possible.

For further information: See www.bvdfree.ie or contact the BVD Helpdesk on 076 1064590
STEP 05 Share your BVD results with your veterinary practitioner

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU SHARE AND DISCUSS YOUR RESULTS WITH YOUR VETERINARY PRACTITIONER